Test with the Best

Whether you are filling new positions, realigning your workforce or validating or improving your job qualifications, we are your connection to the nation’s leading assessment/testing experts. From soft skills to mechanical aptitude, Macomb’s Workforce Assessment Center is an authorized assessment/testing site for the nation’s major testing agencies.

ACT WorkKeys® Assessments

WorkKeys testing measures a range of hard and soft skills relevant to most any occupation. Successful completion of select WorkKeys assessments in Reading for Information, Applied Mathematics and Locating Information can earn you or your employees a National Career Readiness Certificate™ (NCRC), a nationally recognized credential. Paraprofessionals can validate their competencies by successful completion of Writing, Reading for Information and Applied Mathematics.

Learn more about WorkKeys NCRC
Learn more about WorkKeys Paraprofessional

Bennett Mechanical Comprehension Test® (BMCT)

The Bennett Test evaluates how well you or your employees can solve basic mechanical problems and learn mechanical processes. The ability to identify the relationship between physical forces and various mechanical elements is a good indication of whether an individual is well-suited to an occupation that requires mechanical abilities.

Differential Aptitude Tests® (DAT)

DAT measures how well you or your employees can acquire skills through training. The tests are timed, performed in a proctored setting and consist entirely of right or wrong answers. DAT can assess numerical ability, verbal and abstract reasoning, perceptual speed and accuracy, mechanical reasoning and language use.

Manufacturing Skills Standards Council (MSSC) Certification

MSSC is an industry-led training, assessment and certification system focused on the core skills and knowledge needed by the nation’s frontline production workforce. MSSC awards its Certified Production Operator (CPT) credential to individuals who successfully complete modules in safety, quality, manufacturing and maintenance. A fifth, optional green production module is also available.

Microsoft® Office Specialist (MOS) Certifications 2013

Microsoft Certification is the industry standard, with both individuals and companies relying on these exams to remain competitive. MOS exams measure competencies in Access, Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook and SharePoint. The Microsoft Technical Associate (MTA) exam is also available on request.
National Occupational Competency Testing Institute (NOCTI®) Assessments

NOCTI is the largest provider of industry-based credentials and partner industry certifications in the nation. Its performance assessments require individuals to demonstrate their acquired skills by completing actual jobs using the tools, materials, machines and equipment characteristics of a specific occupation. NOCTI technical skill-level assessments include those for: entry level, experienced worker, advanced skill and custom.

Pearson VUE® Certification and Licensure Exams

Pearson VUE is the worldwide leader in computer-based assessment and testing, responsible for delivering thousands of the certification and licensure exams that employers rely upon when hiring credentialed employees. From online practice tests to secure proctored exams, Pearson VUE provides skill assessments and certification and licensure exams for nearly every industry, including education, finance, government, health care, information technology and the military.

Science Research Associates (SRA) Pictorial Reasoning Assessment

An SRA Pictorial Reasoning assessment, required in many career and technical education programs, measures how carefully and quickly you or your employees can observe and reason. Scoring is done by percentile ranking with “average” requiring the answering of 58 out of 80 questions correct.

Tests of Adult Basic Education (TABE®)

TABE testing, a requirement in many career and technical education programs, measures several competencies in reading, mathematics and language.